
Now take a Vok Bike for a short test ride!

Daily maintenance checklist

Visually 
assess the 
vehicle 
condition

Vehicle must be visually in working order
No parts missing 
Nothing seems out of order or misaligned
Windshields are clean and you can see through them

01.

There should be at least some thread left on the tires
No bumps or visual cuts

Tire 
condition02.

Tire 
pressure

Depends on the tires fitted on the bike, but:

Visually check if all the tires are properly inflated, you may apply pressure 
with hand to get a better understanding

If needed then pump the tires up to a 100% max allowed pressure written 
on the tire sidewall

03.

Check if all the lights are working the way they are supposed to!

Front daylights
Front nightlights
Turn signals (both front and back)
Brake lights

 Lights04.

Test the brakes in a safe environment! 

Try pushing the bike with handbrake on (it should barely move if you push hard)

Accelerate and use the mechanical brakes to bring the Vok Bike to a standstill 
at low speed (max 10 km/h)

Accelerate and use the mechanical brakes to bring the Vok Bike to a standstill 
at max speed (25 km/h)

Test the electrical brake that is activated when riding the bike forwards and 
then pedalling backwards!

If something feels odd and the braking performance isn’t what it is supposed to - 
Contact Vok Support!

Brakes05.

Check for noises when riding the bike, if something makes a sound that is 
uncommon and out of the ordinary - Contact Vok SupportNoises07.

Ride around and check how the bike steers and feels. 

If the bike is veering slightly to the left or right when you drive straight then 
wheels need an alignment

Wheel 
alignment & 
maneuverability 

06.

Before every ride you should check the following!



